
Reality Check (Song 2)
(Chorus)

Reality check this life game ain’t a blank check
Y’all been looking for some things that you can’t get
Without putting in work: Blood, Tears, Sweat
Everybody on your mark get set

Reality check the rap game ain’t a blank check
Y’all been looking for them things that you can’t get
You ain’t willing to sweat
Stay chilling your desire to rise, won’t play any effect
 
Verse 1

Check one if you want a job well done
You got to be in it for the long haul son
Check two dreams won’t easily brought live
Without action the drive strive to attain your heart’s pursuit
Check three if you really want to emcee
Learn to love the art before the money
Check four opportunities pass like wind on a branch
So choose the right door or you won’t have the slimmest of chance
Check five develop a rhythm to live by
Otherwise you might miss your flight when time flies
Check six now feel the weight of regret for all you’ve missed
Life sailed on by desires caught in a mix
Check seven for second best you can’t be settling
There is always a new level of excellence keep wrestling
Check eight if you wanna have effect that penetrates
It takes devotion faith hope and sacrifice you generate

(Chorus x2)

Every Moment is life and death
Every moment is a test to see if there is any substance left
Like you heard it on life and depth 
This is step by step, breath by breath
Ready set every day is a fresh start
And living is the art getting written on your heart
And wishing on a star ain’t gonna get ya very far

But doing what you can from right where you are
With what it is you have that sounds like a plan
First you contract before you expand
You gotta know, you gotta understand
That it is not given to man beforehand
To know every turn in the journey the learning curves



With what it is you have that sounds like a plan
First you contract before you expand
You gotta know, you gotta understand
That it is not given to man beforehand
To know every turn in the journey the learning curves
And swerves on the road
What times to merge and what times to go
In a direction never gone in before, yo

(Chorus x3)

Dropped sober when point blank faced with the truth
It’ll take more effort and overcoming of angst than I knew
Just to make it through another day one of my biggest regrets
When I choose to lose sight of purpose in my days to each moment is precious
I could walk through lethargically and in the end let nothing be gained
But more pain watch life pass with cars through an intersection
Drinking away my destiny down with a tall glass of lemonade
Red light stopped with detour the road blocked
Awaiting the circumstance to change to green 
Hoping I could stumble into success
Without the humbling steps simply sitting in the back of the scene
It’s time to operate from within the source of my entity’s worth
My true identity star amongst the infinite sky
Through act projected from inside the conscience
With devotion and time tracked 
Guaranteed dreams will get accomplished
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Harder but worth it
What would motivate you to ride here?
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What choices will
give you . . .

Who can support you?
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Your challenges . . .
Home:

School:

Peers:

Start ride over

            Peers
       School
 Home

• Frustrated
• Confused
• Angry
• Scared
• You keep getting
  the same results

What problems do
you keep having
over and over?

“Hit the wall”

“Reality”
Consequences of the crash

Will these things give you lasting
 Opportunity?
 Freedom?
 Self-respect?

More Options

Goal:

Things that get you
in trouble . . .

What will your reality
be when you ride here?
At Home:

At School:

With Peers:

In Future:

OpportunityFreedomSelf-Respect


